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Best-selling author Beth Moore has a remarkable gift for crafting insightful Bible character studies.

Millions have been drawn to her inspired lessons, and the media has called her â€œAmericaâ€™s

Bible teacher.â€• The PERSONAL REFLECTIONS series continues to reintroduce Bethâ€™s most

beloved character-driven books, expanding them into 90-day experiences that include nearly all of

the text from her original work, plus thoughtful questions and journal space to engage readers

throughout this special time of study.Paul: 90 Days on His Journey of Faith is the new presentation

of Mooreâ€™s enduring favorite, To Live Is Christ. Indeed, life with Christ meant a 180-degree turn

for the apostle Paul who went from Christian basher to Christian chapmion, from church attacker to

church father. When Jesus captured Paulâ€™s soul, He got all of him. The same can be true for

you.
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These Beth Moore personal reflection studies have been life changing for me. Her simple concepts

and Godly perspective bring God's words alive for me.

I am enjoying reading Paul, written by Beth Moore. It is a good way to get to know Paul more on an

intimate level and to understand why he wrote the things he did. It is also a good way to reflect in

relation to my personal walk with God.



I am on page 20 of 90 and I am loving it! I love the pages, the paper is thick and reminds me of an

old book with chopped ends. I love the prayers everyday. I LOVE all the space to write my thoughts

and answer questions. I love the Bible verses they have you look up and read. She covers a lot of

info. but does not freak you out with it and always uses it to point to something in our own live. The

girls (about 8 of us) and I are going over some of it together and all of us are learning a lot.

I wish I completley understood what it was about this series that has me completely dedicated. The

studies are filled with wisdom, education and they seem to reinforce and allow me to see how my

own personal growth has developed. I am a huge fan.

I say "God's Trophy", because that is what the Apostle Paul is. Paul reflects the grace of God in

operation and what He can do with someone who is fully submitted.Beth Moore captures the

Apostle's past, conversion, and ministry in a real way that can be applied to our lives in the 21st

Century. I especially like her background on Paul.

Beth Moore has obliviously spent numerous hours in research and study on the life of Paul and that

of a Jewish Pharisee. Her knowledge of history, Greek, and Hebrew is incredible. It turned a black

and white book into full color as you learn about Paul, the man. I will now read Acts, or any of the

Pauline letters, with a renewed insight. I loved this aspect of her book. However..I grew tired of her

analogies, applications, and seemingly "teenage girl" style of writing. (i.e. the phrase "Tighten up

your life jackets...") There were times when it seemed that Beth was trying to add a funny

illustration, which just was not funny. At one point in the later portion of the book as she was

describing Paul sailing to Rome, she tried to make comparison to Jonah, how Paul and Jonah were

alike and different. It was as if she wanted to add more ink to the book. For me, it took away from

what Paul was going through during this critical time in his life. I think the history of Paul and add her

knowledge of the Greek text was more than enough to sink our spiritual teeth into. Not the

applications and other extras. Read it for yourself.

If you are on your own "road to Damascus" this is the book that will take you on that journey. This is

an excellent study of Saint Paul and an excellent incorporation of your own life. I highly recommend

this book for anyone interested in Saint Paul or wanting to improve their own life. I was lucky

enough to travel to many of the places Saint Paul visited on my retirement trip. To walk in the

footsteps of my favorite rebel Apostle was inspiring. I wish I had this book with me. Another book I



recommend is In the Footsteps of Saint Paul. These two books together give you the total picture of

the life of Saint Paul.

Any study by Beth Moore is valuable for Bible study. I'm half way through this thorough study of

Paul and his missionary ministries in preparation for a trip to Greece and Turkey in the spring

following his journeys. I highly recommend any study by Beth Moore. She is truly gifted and called

by God to tach others.
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